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2019 Reading Challenge
I’ve finished 55 books so far this year, and with some travel
coming up, hope to finish off a few that I’ve had queued up for
far too long.
I like an eclectic variety of books—biographies, history, chick
lit, historical fiction, business, memoir, best sellers, etc. I like
to mix up what I’m reading, bouncing around between genres,
and while I may get a clunker now and again, I’m pleasantly
surprised at the great authors and stories I’ve discovered.
This is my recommendation for this October, perfect for Fall
and Halloween reading.
Arguably the most famous and most visited cemetery
in the world, Père-Lachaise is a 107-acre labyrinth
housing an eternal “salon” of luminaries from the worlds
of art, design, literature, the performing arts and more.
Boasting the final resting places of more celebrated
artists and thinkers than any other location in the world,
the cemetery has, in the last century, become a
pilgrimage site for visitors from all over the world to pay
their respects. It is also a magnificent open-air museum
of sculpture and architecture, representing the first
revolutionary design in memorial parks and the fourth
most popular destination for the 65 million tourists who
visit Paris each year (behind the Eiffel Tower, Notre
Dame, and the Arc de Triomphe).
You can find all the books I’ve read so far this year in my
Amazon Influencer Store here. I’ll be updating it frequently
and hope you’ll check often and find something you like.
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